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by the addition of the most advanced tools for geochemical analysis in paradigm geolog users can
maximize their ability to identify economically important materials. this revolutionary geochemical
software is integrated into the most cutting-edge petrophysical software paradigm geolog. paradigm
geolog version 6.7 incorporates enhanced productivity and usability features, including a new
module combiner that enables users to more easily build, execute, record and play back workflows.
the software strengthens paradigm geolog's multilog analysis and rapid quality control (qc)
capabilities with multiple cross-plot and histogram views and composite coherency plots and
spidergrams, which are ideal for development fieldwork. additionally, paradigm geolog version 6.7
extends the current popular geosteering solution with 3d model support and a refresh capability,
allowing the drilling engineer to evaluate the impact of real-time updates on the 3d model. emerson
paradigm geolog 2018 has got a support for the multi user environments like a single integrated
environment for petrophysics, geology, borehole geophysics and borehole engineering workflows. it
is a tool for both the generalist as well as the specialist. this versatile tool will enable you to load and
manage latest generationof well logs in a single interface. with this application you can work with
more information than with any other platform. it includes determin, multimin and nmr module.
determin is a complete suite of deterministic modules ranging from the environmental corrections to
pat the summary reporting. multimin is the optimization tool for statistically determining mineral and
fluid characteristics and volumes for petrophysical data like cores, logs and petrographic data. nmr
module is a high end processing, quality control and modeling of nmr logs.

Paradigm Geolog 7 2011.1

geolog cnp is the only software tool for analyzing chemical-neutron-neutron logging (cnp) data. it
provides the most complete suite of functionality for processing, modeling and logging interpretation
of cnp data in real time. we are pleased to announce geolog cnp 5.1. geolog 7.4, available from the

paradigm website (www.pdgm.com/geolog), is the culmination of more than three years of
development, including enhancements to the user interface and a full-functionality refresh for
existing customers. the paradigm r geolog suite is a unified platform that addresses the entire

production cycle, said michael beaver, regional vice president of north america for paradigm. with
geolog as its formation evaluation solution, ashen geologic will benefit from a well proven solution

that is both powerful and easy to use. we look forward to a long working relationship with ashen and
its exploration company clients. paradigm geolog version 6.7 incorporates enhanced productivity
and usability features, including a new module combiner that enables users to more easily build,
execute, record and play back workflows. the software strengthens paradigm geolog's multilog

analysis and rapid quality control (qc) capabilities with multiple cross-plot and histogram views and
composite coherency plots and spidergrams, which are ideal for development fieldwork. additionally,
paradigm geolog version 6.7 extends the current popular geosteering solution with 3d model support
and a refresh capability, allowing the drilling engineer to evaluate the impact of real-time updates on

the 3d model. 5ec8ef588b
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